
Ponchatoula Strawberry Festival is an annual celebration of Louisiana's agriculture and diverse 
culture. The festival committee makes a controversial choice by choosing local artist Kalle 
Siekkinen's art as the festival's poster in 2015. Siekkinen's painting depicts two faceless black 
children with red lips holding a crate of delightful Louisiana strawberries.  The festival poster is 
supposed to be an advertisement to welcome people of all colors, races, and creeds to the 
celebration. The committee's choice of Kalle Siekkinen’s picture stirs up a national debate on 
whether the art is an innocent image or a wicked display of bigotry. Siekkinen's painting is 
offensive to black people because it supports a hurtful stereotype, degrades black children, and 
is a solemn remembrance of slavery.  
Siekkinen's portrait dehumanizes the black children by not giving them the essential 
characteristics of an actual human being, supporting the stereotype of black people being 
coons; which is short for raccoons. The faceless children in Siekkinen's painting show they have 
no identity and they cannot represent any people of the festival (Charlie Odum). Siekkinen says 
the figures aren't African-American children, but they are merely silhouettes (Doug MacCash). 
Siekkinen’s description of a silhouette is inaccurate because silhouettes are an outline of a 
figure that is full with the color black like a shadow. Silhouettes and shadows do not have facial 
features like lips. Why is it essential that the artist make sure the children have lips but no other 
features like eyes to see? Why did Siekkinen use red paint to draw the children’s mouths? Kalle 
Siekkinen paints a picture that isn’t innocent; it’s hurtful. In other words, Siekkinen's festival 
poster is a representation of the derogatory term pickaninnies.  
    Siekkinen's art is diminishing black children by portraying them as pickaninnies. A pickaninny 
is a racial caricature slur describing black children in America favorite during Jim Crow. The 
visual image of a pickaninny is an exaggerated character with black skin that resembles a 
monkey, with bugged out eyes, and bright red lips with unkempt nappy hair (Elvin Holt). The lips 
are to symbolize the racial idea that black people have big mouths and the lips overshadow all 
the others on their face. The color red is the color of the inside of a watermelon, so the color is a 
reference to black people shoving their faces savagely to devour a watermelon. Expressly, Kalle 
Siekkinen says his work is a tribute to his friend and mentor the late-great Bill Hemmerling 
(Whitney Christy), but Siekkinen’s Ponchatoula festival poster seems to be a tribute to slavery. 
    Images of black people with agricultural references are reminders of Slavery (Anita Derouen). 
The community cannot support an image that is a remembrance of black slaves on Louisiana’s 
strawberry plantations (Anita Derouen). Ponchatoula's festival poster should include the many 
cultures of the people of Ponchatoula, but Siekkinen only focuses on showing an unflattering 
portrayal of African-Americans (Ashley Rodrique). The image circulates throughout national 
media catching the attention of The National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP). The NAACP meets with the city officials and the festival committee to address 
the offensive poster and demand a public apology from Siekkinen. However, Siekkinen 
apologizes for how the public interprets his work, but he stands behind his art and finds it 
innocently beautiful (Whitney Christy).  
    Siekkinen explains his portrait as an honest representation of a beautiful little boy and girl 
enjoying some delightful strawberries. Kalle Siekkinen says black people should be happy they 
inspire his artwork(Ashley Rodrigue). Kalle Siekkinen is Caucasian, and some people feel he 
doesn't have the right to illustrate black people openly (Whitney Christy). The people of the 



opposing side on the argument of Siekkinen’s poster being offensive, see adorable children 
dressed in their crisp, clean Sunday best clothing enjoying the sweet goodness of strawberries. 
Siekkinen and his supporters believe the poster represents the true meaning of the Ponchatoula 
Strawberry Festival. However, after the meeting between the NAACP and city officials make the 
decision not to use the offensive poster for the 2015 Ponchatoula Strawberry Festival because it 
doesn’t represent anything but racism (Ashley Rodrigue).  
    The committee wasn't rhetorically conscious that their choice for the festival’s poster is 
offensive (Anita Derouen). The festival’s chairman Donald Lanier publicly apologizes for 
choosing an advertisement that is hurtful to the people of the community because that was not 
his intention (Ashley Rodrigue). The committee’s decision wasn't to present a disparaging image 
of black children, but its purpose is to choose a poster that will make the different people in the 
community come together for a good time (Ashley Rodrigue). The city plans to add diverse 
people with different backgrounds to give input on future decisions on selecting the artwork for 
the festival poster to avoid any more controversial mistakes. Siekkinen’s painting for the 2015 
Ponchatoula Strawberry Festival is a poor choice to represent the festival because it supports 
racist views of black people. 
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